
Name Scan Sig Thrust Hull A PD G T Special

Solar Sphinx 6” 8” 10” 10 4+ 6 1-2 M -

Scourge Solar Sphinx 

Cruiser 115 pts

1.0

Type Lock Attack Damage Arc Special

Oculus Beams 3+ 1 2 F Scald

Oculus Beam Array 3+ 2 2 F/S(L) Scald

Oculus Beam Array 3+ 2 2 F/S(L) Scald

Plasma Storm 3+ D6+2 1 F/S/R Scald, Close Action

Infamous ships of the class: Hatefeeder, Fresh Molt, Indrick’s Blight

Built on the same superstructure as the new Solar Wyverns, the enemy’s mainstay, 
the Sphinx, also now has an equivalent ‘Solar’ version. Due to its ubiquity, 

hundreds were lost to the enemy over Earth. The Office of Naval Intelligence 
speculates that it would be impossible for any race to build replacements so 

fast, and instead suggests the enemy initiated construction at the onset of the 
Reconquest itself. Concerns abound that these are merely the first examples of a 

torrent of reinforcements that have been years in the building.

Whether this is true remains pure speculation, since at present the Solar Sphinx 
has been sighted in small numbers almost exclusively in the Solar Theatre. 

Analysis of a captured wreck confirms that these ships are brand new with more 
basic internals than typical Scourge vessels, few redundant systems and a cruder 
level of finishing. Analysts concluded that these vessels will have much-reduced 

endurance, which matters less when engaged in a costly counter-offensive. These 
developments suggest rushed, wartime production under pressure - either a 

source of joy or worry, depending on how you look at it.

Scourge Solar Sphinx 
Cruiser

Length: Unknown

Beam: Unknown

Height: Unknown

Displacement:

Unknown



Name Scan Sig Thrust Hull A PD G T Special

Solar Wyvern 6” 8” 10” 10 4+ 6 1-2 M -

Scourge Solar Wyvern

Cruiser 105 pts

1.0

Type Lock Attack Damage Arc Special

Oculus Beams 3+ 1 2 F Scald

Plasma Tempest 3+ 2D6+4 1 F/S Scald, Close Action

Infamous ships of the class: Dragon’s Breath, Crimson Path, Cain’s Folly

Given its status as the Scourge’s premier incursion into mankind’s realms, it is 
unsurprising that the enemy’s latest and greatest vessels are encountered near 

Earth. Due to substantial losses, the Scourge have been hurling reinforcements into 
the ongoing engagements there, mainly siphoned from occupied cradle worlds. 

However, in a worrying development, entirely new ships have been observed of late. 
While reinforcements from unknown Scourge territories have always appeared, the 
ships are usually of similar ages to those already in theatre, suggesting the enemy’s 

recourses are consistent and finite.

One wholly new class is as-yet unnamed, though since it performs so similarly 
the Wyvern that the Admiralty has chosen to designate them as ‘Solar Wyverns’. 

Original Wyverns were virtually annihilated in the first weeks of the Battle for Earth, 
since they close to near-suicidal proximity to unleash their terrifying close-action 

plasma weaponry. Solar Wyverns are aesthetically entirely different and are, without 
exception, apparently brand new.  This suggests the enemy is actively constructing 

assets somewhere to compensate for its losses, and can do so quickly and reactively.

Scourge Solar Wyvern 
Cruiser

Length: Unknown

Beam: Unknown

Height: Unknown

Displacement:

Unknown


